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Techwards Overview

Your bridge to AI excellence. From startups to corporations, we drive 
innovation globally, backed by a decade of unmatched expertise.



Team’s Journey



Startup spirit, Fortune 500 expertise
A journey that began with engineering a single innovative idea, nurtured in the fast-paced realm of 
startups, and eventually led us to the doors of Fortune 500 companies. From building startups from 
scratch to seamlessly integrating with global giants, we've weathered every storm and conquered 
every challenge.

Our secret? A relentless pursuit of solutions, regardless of the problem. Whether it's seizing the 
first mover advantage or streamlining processes for faster time to market - we've mastered it all.

We transform innovative ideas into fully functional prototypes and end products, And when 
challenges arise, our team is there 24/7, ensuring seamless solutions for high-traffic days.

We don't just develop solutions; we create end-to-end marvels without disrupting your core team. 
So, what's the underlying problem you're trying to solve? Let's brainstorm together because we've 
been there, done that, and we have the answers to each and every challenge you come across.



How Can We Help You

Custom AI 
Application 
Development

MVP 
Development

Workflow Automation

Cloud Services & 
Infrastructure 
Management

AI Solution 
Integration

Mobile Application 
Development

Application Modernization
Technology 
Assessment for AI 
Transformation

Web Application 
Development

          Artificial Intelligence Mobile & Web            Digital Transformation



Our Breadth Of Experience

From health tech innovations to e-commerce, cloud security solutions and beyond, we've mastered the art of 
delivering projects on time and within budget. The trust our clients place in us is a powerful endorsement of 
our reliability and expertise.

Relentless pursuit of solutions, regardless of the problem

ioCommit

AI Transformation

Application Modernization

Web/Mobile Development

        Enterprises  SMEs Startups



Our Depth Of Experience

Full Stack
 
Frontend

Backend

Cloud

Mobile App



Be Tomorrow Today!
Our exclusive line of AI competencies & products



Your Co-Pilot For Enterprise Data

Your everyday challenges:

➢ Managing complex data sources
➢ Handling customer inquiries in real-time 

across platforms, ensuring high customer 
satisfaction

➢ Streamlining internal operations, and 
enhancing employees productivity across 
departments

All-in-one solution:

➢ Effortlessly aggregate data from diverse 
sources (documents, databases, web etc)

➢ Provide efficient real-time assistance, reduce 
response time through multiple interfaces

➢ Reduce costs, and improve employee 
engagements across departments

Transform your enterprise data strategy with an AI chatbot for 
enterprise: Enabled via cloud or in-house deployment, Chatwards is the 
most cost-effective & intelligent way to optimise your OPEX without
compromising your branding.



Content GPT For Enterprise

Optimize your digital presence: Leverage 
AI-powered innovation to supercharge your 
content strategy and creation.

➢ Analyze extensive data via dashboards, 
drive automated lead generation, and 
receive tailored content recommendations

➢ Meet deadlines, and amplify audience 
engagement

➢ Manage data seamlessly without the need 
for a full-time writer & experience 24/7 
availability, resource optimization, and 
substantial cost reduction



The Future Is Now With AI Agents

Enter the era of digital duality with AI agents: Shape personas, 
handle voice/text inputs, and seamlessly transform AI responses into 
your digital twin's voice. Experience a new dimension of 
communication and creativity.

1. Scalability: Businesses can easily scale their operations with AI 
agents, handling a growing volume of tasks and interactions 
without proportionally increasing labor costs.

2. User Satisfaction: Achieve a 90% satisfaction rate with the 
conversational tone and immersive experience, increasing 
customer engagement and loyalty.



The Trust We Earned




